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NASA Advanced Air Mobility

Laboratory psychoacoustic testing can help NASA:

– Answer subset of questions on human response to UAM vehicle noise:
  • What metric(s) best describe short-term human annoyance to UAM vehicles?
  • What characteristics of UAM vehicle noise are objectionable?
  • How does the perception of UAM vehicle noise vary between communities?

– Develop annoyance and audibility models for UAM and vehicle noise human response.

• NASA Advanced Air Mobility includes Urban Air Mobility (UAM) vehicles.
Psychoacoustic Testing at NASA

- NASA has facilities to conduct psychoacoustic testing which have been used to gather annoyance response to aviation noise.

At NASA Langley Research Center:

Exterior Effects Room  Small Anechoic Chamber  Interior Effects Room
Among the many White Paper comments and recommendations were:

- “At this time, there have been no published reports of psychoacoustic tests conducted to understand human response to UAM vehicle noise.”
- “Until early entrants are fielded, ... [it is recommended that] laboratory studies be performed to help inform how different the annoyance... of UAM vehicle noise is from that of existing aircraft noise sources.”
- “Explore differences in perception of UAM vehicle noise between communities.”


White Paper Link: https://ntrs.nasa.gov/citations/20205007433.
UAM Vehicle Noise Cooperative Psychoacoustic Test

• Proposed by UNWG Human Response and Metrics Subgroup: Conduct large psychoacoustic test on UAM vehicle noise using testing facilities around the world
• Goals:
  1. Assemble a wide range of recorded and auralized UAM vehicle sounds through cooperation between multiple agencies and organizations for use in human response studies
  2. Provide insights into human response to UAM vehicle noise that would be challenging for any single agency or organization to acquire
  3. Create a rich database of human response to UAM vehicle noise that can be used for subsequent novel analyses
• Need to develop remote psychoacoustic testing platform because of novel coronavirus pandemic.
• Now a NASA led effort with UNWG input.
UAM Vehicle Noise Cooperative Psychoacoustic Test Phases

• **Phase 1: Feasibility Study**  
  – Human response to single-event noise exposure of different air vehicles
  – Phase 1 psychoacoustic test execution anticipated in early 2022

• **Phase II: UAM Vehicle Noise Perception**  
  – Human response to UAM vehicle noise in different urban soundscapes
Testing for Annoyance in Phase 1

• Primary objective for Phase 1: rank annoyance responses to the single-event noise exposure from different air vehicles.
  – Demonstrate ranking to original equipment manufacturers.

• Subjects will be asked the following single question on annoyance response:

• Can potentially compare annoyance responses between different classes of aircraft (sUAS vs jet aircraft vs helicopters).
Phase 1 Test Planning Status

- NASA currently planning different aspects of Phase 1 test.

**Remote Testing Platform**
- General software requirements defined.
- Platform will require test subjects to use their own laptops and headphones.
- Will include calibration step, sound familiarization and practice sessions.

**Test Stimuli**
- Test stimuli being selected with help from UNWG.
- Subset of stimuli will be from NASA Exterior Effects Room test.

**Test Subjects**
- Test subjects will be recruited from UNWG member organizations, but will not be UNWG members themselves.
- Post-test survey will be given to test subjects.
Questions?
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